
Supplementary information to 

Co-worker networks, labour mobility and productivity growth in regions 

I. Density decomposition 

The co-worker network is decomposed into two segments as described in section 3 of the main text. 

Consider an adjacency matrix of 12 employees working for plants a, b, and c, in which X denotes if 

there is a connection between employees. Because co-worker ties are non-directed, we see exactly 

the same pattern on both size of the matrix diagonal. Then, the density of the network is twice the 

observed number of connections over the number of possible connections. In this case it equals: 

2*10/12*11=0.152. 

However, because only inter-plant ties can be observed in the co-worker network and one has to 

eliminate those employee-employee pairs that are within plant borders. Thus, the number of 

possible ties decreases and density grows:  2*10/((12*11)-(3*2+4*3+5*4))=20/94=0.213. 

 

Figure 1. Density decomposition 

Density of the matrix can be decomposed to the sum of the densities in its submatrices weighted by 

the proportion of the submatrix size to the full matrix size. We can write the decomposition of 

density in the sequence of a×b, a×c, b×c submatrices: 

0.213 = {(2*3)/(4*3)*(4*3)/ 94} + {(2*2)/(5*3)*(5*3)/ 94}+ {(2*5)/(4*5)* (4*5)/ 94} = 

6/94+4/94+10/94 = 0.064+0.043+0.106  

Let us assume (in accordance with Figure 1 in the main text) that labour mobility occurred previously 

between plants a and b, between a and c, but there was no mobility between b and c. Consequently, 

the density of the mobility-dependent segment is 0.107 (aggregate of a×b and a×c submatrix 

densities) and the density of the mobility-independent segment is 0.106 (density of b×c submatrix). 

 



II. Employee categories 

The education categories used for the tie-creation in section 4 of the main text are displayed in Table 

1 together with each sub-category. As expected, most of the selected employees had some form of 

pedagogy and teaching education followed by social science and care. Humanities and science were 

the least frequent ones.  

Table 1. Categories of employee education by direction of studies 
 

  
1990 

 
2008 

 
1990 2008 

 

 
code N % N % % % 

1 Pedagogy and teaching 
14 107,853 29,441 168,497 21,44879 29,44 21,45 

 Arts and media 
21 5.100 1.392165 12.018 1.529829 

6.91 5.84 2 Journalism and media 
32 3.491 0.95295 11.053 1.40699 

 Humanities 
22 16.725 4.565481 

22.825 
2.905504 

 Social sciences 
31 27.273 7.444805 47.950 6.103786 

22.43 21.40 3 Business. trade and administration 
34 40.262 10.99046 92.489 11.77337 

 Law 
38 14.640 3.996331 27.662 3.521229 

 Biology and environment 
42 1.821 0.497085 9.571 1.218339 

4.54 6.08 

 Physics and chemistry 
44 3.191 0.871058 10.265 1.306681 

4 Mathematics 
46 9.381 2.560764 10.637 1.354035 

 Data 
48 2.256 0.615828 17.288 2.200673 

 Engineering 
52 36.910 10.07545 105.734 13.45939 

14.68 18.09 

 Manufacturing 
54 1.476 0.402909 4.072 0.518344 

5 Construction 
58 10.915 2.979505 23.481 2.989009 

 Agriculture and forestry 
62 2.835 0.77388 5.767 0.734109 

 Environmental protection 
85 467 0.127479 1.828 0.232695 

 Transport services 
84 1.175 0.320744 1.265 0.161028 

 Animal care 
64 807 0.22029 1.865 0.237405 

21.00 24.37 

6 Health care 
72 58.451 15.95557 151.420 19.27498 

 Social work 
76 17.647 4.817162 36.679 4.669046 

 Personal services 
81 42 0.011465 1.472 0.187378 

 Security and military 
86 52 0.014195 3.634 0.462589 

0.99 2.77 
0 Unknown 

99 3.566 0.973423 18.106 2.3048 

 
SUM 

 
366.336 100 785.578 100 100.00 100.00 

Note: Employees with educational background code 0 are excluded from the analysis. 

In terms of the distribution of men and women, it is fairly even in the beginning of the period but the 

share of men is increasing by the end. Also, in the 1990-ies the sample is dominated by worker 

between 35-49 years of age while the share of workers older than 50 increases the most over the 

period which is in par with the somewhat prolonged working life and an ageing population. 

Table 2. Number of employees by gender and age categories 

Gender 1990 2008 Age 1990 2008 

Man 182874 451303 -34 79437 217813 

Woman 183462 334275 35-49 201334 317635 

   
50- 85565 250130 

SUM 366336 785578 SUM 366336 785578 



III. Alternative network specifications 

Six alternative specifications are offered and tested in section 4 of the main text. Figure 2 provides 

supplementary information to that argument by depicting the structure of the co-worker network 

within a large plant. One can see that networks specified by    
  (Figures 2A and 2D) consist of a few 

bigger and presumably more diverse groups of than networks specified by    
  (Figures 2B and 2E) 

that creates more smaller groups of similar co-workers. Both of these networks have very different 

structure as compared to a random network (Figures 2C and 2F). 
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Figure 2. Visualization of    
 ,    

  and random networks in a large plant.  

Note: (A)    
  network with 50 links. (B)    

  network with 50 links. (C) Random network with 50 links. (D)    
  

network with 25 links. (E)    
  network with 25 links. (F) Random network with 25 links. 



 

IV. Degree distribution in the co-worker network and its’ determinants 

The analysis in section 5 of the main text is based on the assumption that the co-worker network 

resembles social networks. We show here that the degree distribution of the network fulfils the 

criteria. 

We find a negative exponential degree distribution of the co-worker network in year 2008, which has 

some very nice properties. For example, the expected degree can be approximated by the average 

degree in the network. Furthermore, we find that the probability of finding employees who has more 

degrees than the average decreases sharply. Thus, the mean is not only the expected value but also a 

turning point in the distribution. 

Figure 3. Degree distribution and summary statistics of the individual level network, 2008 

Note: The slope of the solid line is -0.4 in (B). 

The histogram of degrees on a natural scale resembles a negative exponential distribution, where the 

fraction of nodes decreases monotonically as degree grows (Figure 3A). The degree varies on a large 

scale from a minimum value of 1 to a maximum value of 482. The mean is larger than the median 

and standard deviation almost equals to the mean, which are well-known properties of exponential 

distributions. Furthermore, the approximated rate parameter proxies the median quite well1.  

The degree distribution in 2008 illustrated on a log-log scale (Figure 3B) resembles degree 

distributions in other large-scale social networks (Adamic and Adar, 2005). The majority of 

employees have small number of connections and the probability that the employee has degree d 

decreases exponentially with an exponent -0.4 until d is around 60. This exponent is very similar to 

the exponent (-0.35) found previously in a large-scale online social network (Lengyel et al, 2015). The 

break in the distribution suggests that the probability of larger degrees than the turning point falls 

sharply as degree grows, which implies that there are very few employees with many connections 

and the number of these employees is proportional to their degree. Interestingly, the turning point 

of the distribution coincides with the mean. Cumulative degree distribution can be found in Table 3. 

                                                           
1
 The mean in exponential distributions is E[X]=1/λ. Approximating the rate parameter by reciprocating the 

mean gives us λ = 0.02. Then, substituting the rate parameter into m[X]=ln(2)/λ gives us 40 as median, which is 
a fair approximation. 



Table 3. Cumulative degree distribution in 2008, individual level network 

Degree Number of employees Rate (%) 

< 10 133,967 19.2 
< 20 208,255 29.9 
< 40 323,033 46.4 
< 60 423,128 60.8 
< 80 500,711 71.2 

< 100 558,777 80.2 
< 200 678,637 97.5 

SUM 696,354 100 

 

The distribution implies that almost two-third of the employees have less connections than the 

average degree; 80% of employees have less than 100 connections and only 2.5% of employees have 

more than 200 connections. 

Labour mobility is considered one of the major factors behind co-worker networks (Collet and 

Hedström, 2012). Indeed, labour mobility is the most influential of the factors that might drive 

degree of individuals in our method: 

1. Intra-plant changes across employee categories might increase the degree, because we have 

three age categories and people gain or loose similarity to other colleagues at the same plant 

over years in their career. This might be especially true in big plants, and therefore we use 

YEARS IN CAREER (total number of years spent in work) and AVERAGE PLANT SIZE (the 

average size of plants the employee worked for weighted by the years spent at the plant) 

variables to address this problem. 

2. Labour mobility of the employee herself has an effect on her degree because the more job 

moves the more friends we count over time. Thus, we measure the effect of JOB CHANGES 

(the number of entries to new plants) on degree. 

3. Labour mobility at the plant-level might influence the degree as well, because the employee 

can attain co-workers if a new colleague arrives to the plant and she gets new connections in 

the network if someone leaves. We expect that the more people that come and go over time 

the more friends we count. Thus, we use the MOVEMENTS variable (the aggregate number 

of mobility to and from the plant at the time when the employee was working for the plant) 

to address this issue. 

In fact, if projecting degree distribution on any of the above variables, the degree grows as years in 

career, average plant size, job changes and movements increase (see Lengyel and Eriksson 2015). To 

show the dominance of labour mobility in generating the co-worker network, we carry out a 

multivariate analysis, in which the degree of employees is the dependent variable and the indicators 

introduced above are used as explanatory variables. We include the size of the region into the 

analysis (Employment in the region) to double check its’ effect on individual degree. We transform all 

the above variables to the logarithm of base 10. Since Average plant size and Movements are highly 

correlated (0.94) they have been inserted separately.  

 



Table 4. Drivers of degree (log) in the co-worker network, cross-sectional OLS regression, 2008 

 
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Years in career (log) 0.566*** 0.379***  
 (0.001) (0.001)  
Average plant size (log) 0.380***   
 (0.001)   
Job changes (log) 0.850*** 0.769*** 1.010*** 
 (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) 
Movements (log)  0.382*** 0.417*** 
  (0.001) (0.001) 
Employment in the region (log) 0.026*** 0.014***  

 
(0.001) (0.001)  

Constant -0.131*** -0.125*** 0.125*** 

 
(0.004) (0.004) (0.001) 

N 696,354 696,354 696,354 
R

2
 0.669 0.655 0.609 

F 373,634.071 355,138.141 543,257.6 

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 

Results of the cross-sectional OLS regression, in which Degree was set as dependent variable, imply 

the higher values of factors the higher degree (Table 4). Nevertheless, Job changes and Movements 

are found to have the strongest effects on degree. These two variables together explain 61% of the 

variation of individual degree in the co-worker network (Model 3). Therefore, labour mobility needs 

to be considered explicitly when estimating the effect of the co-worker network on regional 

dynamics. 

 

V. Geography of the co-worker network 

Further details about the spatial structure of the co-worker network are provided in order to support 

the selection of the spatial level in section 5 of the main text. First, we look at the probability of 

having a tie between two arbitrary employees as a function of distance. We define Ld as the number 

of observed ties between employees separated from each other by distance d; and Nd the number of 

possible ties at distance d. Then, we can calculate the probability that individuals have links to others 

given distance d by the formula Pd=Ld/Nd. A 10 km resolution was used for binning distance 

distribution. The probability of a co-worker tie is close to be constant until 40-50 kilometres, after 

which it falls sharply (Figure 4A). Since the average distance of home to work commuting in Sweden 

is 21 km, we find that labour market areas and thus functional regions are the proper ground for 

testing our hypothesis. 



 Figure 4. Distance effect and degree distribution by region size, 2008. 

Note: (A) The effect of distance on probability of ties. (B) The degree distribution in the region is depicted by 

minimum, median, mean, 75
th

 and 90
th

 percentile and maximum values. 

We have also plotted the minimum, median, mean, 75th percentile, 90th percentile and maximum 

values of degrees against the number of employees in the region to assess whether the degree 

distribution depend on region size.  Figure 4B demonstrates that these values grow as the size of the 

region increases. However, we find that except the line connecting the maximum values, degree 

distribution in larger regions is only a little bit pushed to the right compared to smaller regions. The 

sharp increase of maximum degree in regions implies that the distribution has a longer and longer 

tail the larger the region is. 

 

Figure 5. Geography of the co-worker network, 2008.  

Note: Number of co-worker ties across Swedish functional regions. Same coloured nodes belong to same 

network module; modularity index is 0.074. Edges below the threshold number of links=10 are filtered out. 



The spatial-base of the co-worker network across functional regions is very plausible when the 

strength of tie between two regions is the number of individual co-worker links (Figure 5). Not 

surprisingly, Stockholm (the capital city region) is the centre of the interregional co-worker network 

meaning that the city has many individual-level ties to other regions. One can also find that Northern 

regions are very loosely connected with the exception of coastal towns like Umea or Lulea and the 

network is denser in the South than in the North. The Louvain community detection algorithm finds 

three modules that clearly represents a spatial divide in the co-worker network meaning that an 

employee in the South is more likely to know another employee in the South than in the Centre or in 

the North. Interestingly, Stockholm belongs to the Northern part in the network, which is probably 

due to a higher share of mobility from the North to the capital compared to mobility from Southern 

regions to the capital (Eriksson and Lindgren, 2009).  

 

VI. Labour mobility and the density effect 

To address how labour mobility across plants may influence the co-worker network, we can calculate 

the share of those co-worker links that were not preceded by any labour mobility between the 

certain plants for every year in our data. Table 5 illustrates that the ratio of links without being 

preceded by mobility increases almost monotonically over time (e.g., 33% by year 1996 and almost 

reaches 50% by year 2008). This large and growing share of co-worker ties suggests that the co-

worker network becomes increasingly independent of previous labour mobility. 

Table 5. The share of individual ties with or without labour mobility links across plants, 1991-2008 

Year Plant level Individual level 

 

Only co-worker 
link (%) 

Co-worker link 
preceded by 
mobility (%) 

Number of links 
Only co-worker 

link (%) 

Co-worker link 
preceded by 
mobility (%) 

Number of links 

1991 57.6 42.4 63,016 8.8 91.2 1,119,684 

1992 70.2 29.8 160,299 16.9 83.1 2,084,934 

1993 75.1 24.9 241,860 21.7 78.3 2,691,104 

1994 79.8 20.2 379,556 26.1 73.9 3,554,774 

1995 83.3 16.7 560,507 29.8 70.2 4,514,635 

1996 85.4 14.6 761,416 32.9 67.1 5,682,175 

1997 87.1 12.9 986,641 35.4 64.6 6,640,262 

1998 88.7 11.3 1,111,434 39.1 60.9 6,633,685 

1999 89.8 10.2 1,378,353 41.6 58.4 7,711,355 

2000 90.8 9.2 1,838,224 43.2 56.8 9,624,640 

2001 91.6 8.4 2,237,292 45.5 54.5 11,103,743 

2002 92.0 8.0 2,498,506 46.6 53.4 12,172,480 

2003 92.3 7.7 2,744,254 47.0 53.0 13,266,549 

2004 92.5 7.5 2,935,742 47.9 52.1 13,895,050 

2005 99.2 0.8 2,995,758 47.7 52.3 15,187,785 

2006 99.2 0.8 3,332,845 47.4 52.6 16,586,603 

2007 93.0 7.0 4,232,703 47.7 52.3 19,411,643 

2008 93.6 6.4 4,623,753 49.0 51.0 20,855,161 
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